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By Terry A. Hurlbut September 30, 2022

AOC, make up your mind!
cnav.news/2022/09/30/accountability/legislative/aoc-make-mind/

Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) contradicted herself recently. That doesn’t
seem terribly difficult for a leftist to do, but AOC makes it a high art. Remember her
complaining a week ago that we’re not having enough children to pay for government social
programs? Now she compares childbearing and child-rearing to slavery! She should make
up her mind whether she prefers children – or a childless society. And if she’s going to take a
direct part in making our laws, she should think before she speaks.

AOC from one week to the next

Last week, AOC specifically said,

Take a look at it. And it’s not just Japan and South Korea. There are quite a few
countries that are really struggling because young people, under the burdens of
capitalism, and living under a society that is increasingly concentrating wealth among
the rich – we’re not having kids! Or, we’re not having kids at the same rate [as before].
And we actually need immigrant populations to help balance things out. We can’t
continue to fund Social Security, Medicare, all of this stuff, without immigrants. And it’s
always been that way. Don’t act as if it’s some new trend, or anything like that.

https://cnav.news/2022/09/30/accountability/legislative/aoc-make-mind/
https://cnav.news/2022/09/22/civilization/human/low-birth-rate-why/
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Democrat Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez says because of the “burdens of capitalism”
people can’t have kids. pic.twitter.com/jnceTNbJis

— RNC Research (@RNCResearch) September 21, 2022

Never mind her comments about “burdens of capitalism” or wealth concentration.
Remember: she said many countries are struggling by reason of low birth rates.

So why, only yesterday, could Pro-life Update quote her as saying:

Forcing poor and working-class people to give birth against their will … against their
ability to provide … is a profound economic issue.

When the powerful force people to give birth against their will, they trap millions into
cycles of economic setback and desperation. Especially in a country without
guaranteed healthcare.

And desperate workers are far easier to exploit.

Abortion rights are a class struggle too.

When the powerful force people to give birth against their will, they trap millions into
cycles of economic setback and desperation. Especially in a country without
guaranteed healthcare.

And desperate workers are far easier to exploit. https://t.co/IjFoLrGyFz

— Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (@AOC) September 29, 2022

Which is it, AOC? Do you prefer children, or don’t you?

Against her will? Really?

Let’s examine, again, the points AOC made. First, no one forces anyone to give birth against
her will. She’s been reading too much Margaret Atwood if she really thinks anything like that
is happening. That bitter, unsatisfied feminist equates Christian governance with forced siring
of babies on unwilling fertile female conscripts. AOC suggests our laws permit, even enforce
such conscription today. (Furthermore, a weird sort of unauthorized “cosplay” has become
fashionable among young women on the political left who draw their inspiration, if you can
call it that, from Margaret Atwood’s original novel and the streaming series she helped adapt
from it.)

In reality, apart from someone’s dark fantasy, women do not fall pregnant without first making
a certain intimate choice. Rarely, some man makes the choice for her, and uses physical
force to decide the issue. That, of course, is a criminal act. And we can have a healthy

https://t.co/jnceTNbJis
https://twitter.com/RNCResearch/status/1572619444362379266?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://prolifeupdate.com/2022/09/30/aoc-likens-childbirth-to-slavery/
https://t.co/IjFoLrGyFz
https://twitter.com/AOC/status/1575549816780001280?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://cnav.news/2022/07/26/accountability/clergy-accountability/christian-governance-ideal/
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debate on whether:

1. Restitution to the victim of that act should include support during pregnancy and early
child care, and

2. The State should pay if the criminal cannot, even after the State garnishes his wages
and assets.

But in the overwhelming bulk of cases, any woman can make a simple choice. But they must
make that choice before they opt for an intimate night, not after.

About the ability to provide

Now if AOC wants to talk about why our society has become so costly to live in, let’s talk.
Why won’t she? When has she ever proposed to examine why America is the most
expensive society on earth? The typical wages she slights so cavalierly could let someone
live like a king or queen in many other societies.

And, as she did before, she mentions government largesse as a necessary component of
citizen support. But didn’t she say, a week ago, that the low birth rate threatens the solvency
of such largesse? Whom does she expect to pay for “guaranteed healthcare,” which means
socialized medicine?

Furthermore, how good would that “guaranteed healthcare” be? Joseph R. Mercola, D.O.,
announced his early opposition to the “Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act.” He
objected to it because it provides the same-old, same-old, allopathic medicine that seems to
keep people sick by design. So he says, and so CNAV is inclined to believe.

Finally, she says, “desperate workers are far easier to exploit.” Well, they found that out in
the old Soviet Union, and that’s also true in Mainland China. Furthermore, in the middle of
her pretense at sympathy for “desperate” workers, she supports “cancel culture.” Read this
tweet in which she denies its baleful effect.

The term “cancel culture” comes from entitlement – as though the person complaining
has the right to a large, captive audience,& one is a victim if people choose to tune
them out.

Odds are you’re not actually cancelled, you’re just being challenged, held accountable,
or unliked.

— Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (@AOC) July 10, 2020

Sorry, AOC, but the jig is up. “Cancel culture” means more than ordinary people tuning you
out. It means, “You’re fired,” “You may not bank here,” “You may not shop here,” take your
pick.

https://twitter.com/AOC/status/1281392795748569089?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
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Did AOC think any of this through?

CNAV sees two possibilities for her outburst. First, maybe she hasn’t thought the matter
through. To suggest that she is simply “not very bright” has become fashionable in
conservative circles today. True enough, her policy proposals fail against rigorous logical
analysis. Her Green New Deal is the booby-prize example. So if she sounds an alarm about
low birth rates one week, then in the next week likens childbearing and child-rearing to
slavery, perhaps we see an illogical mind at work.

Or do we? Could it be, instead, that she has signed on to the depopulation agenda of the
Liberal Globalist World Order? Might she really believe that the elite will have a cushy job for
her in a depopulated world? (Whether she has let Klaus Schwab and company play a
confidence trick on her, contrary to that belief, is irrelevant. Except: she has a reputation for
making some very selfish choices and claiming entitlement to what she feels should be the
perquisites of her office.)

What is likely to happen

Once again, no one seriously proposes to have women become “with child” against their
wills. We see laws forbidding them to terminate pregnancy (except when it’s either that or
die). But we will never see laws compelling them to initiate it. So if they prefer not to have
children, fine.

If certain people stick to that choice, then in a generation or two, those who value children
will outnumber those who don’t. The reason is simple: those who value children, will have
them, and those who don’t, won’t.

Those who value children most highly, furthermore, are conservatives and especially those
with healthy religious traditions. True enough, today the United States as a whole has a low
birth rate. But certain populations within it have higher birth rates – and higher than
replacement level.

And if they follow Christian or even Jewish precept, they won’t turn the care of their elders, or
anything else, to the government. Nor are they as likely to follow the latest “consumer”
trends. And that, more than anything else, will address directly why American life is so
expensive.

But don’t expect AOC to predict that. She’s afraid to—because the consummation of these
changes will render her powerless and even unnecessary. So she, who claims the freedom
to tune you out, will see what happens when the rest of us tune her out.

https://cnav.news/2021/12/12/civilization/human/population-theater-war/

